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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: You said that at ISK or international school of Kabul, there are students from 
other countries with you. According to you, how has this helped you as an Afghan to 
learn about various cultures? Have you learned things beyond what you see in a movie or 
what they advertise in media? And have you learned about other religions? 
 
Noorjahan: Ahmm…Well, I don’t know because even when I was at home my father had 
always encouraged me. I had read many books, but I don’t watch movies, because I don’t 
like movies. But I had read many books and more or less, I had information about 
Western cultures and cultures in Asia that I didn’t know about. But seeing things with my 
own eyes is strange. It is interesting and most interesting is to see how foreigners want to 
show thing, want to show respect to our culture. They change many things in themselves, 
their clothes, the way they talk, many of them learn Dari. This gives me a feeling of pride 
just like that. I don’t know whether it is good or bad, but it is there. And then I see that 
various religions, beliefs and different views to relationships, all these things have 
affected me, naturally. The reason is that I have been in this environment now for almost 
two years. Many things, my views on many things have changed. Probably if they asked 
me two years ago, I wouldn’t respect a Christian, a Christian person as much as I do now. 
But now in my point of view a Christian is as respectable as a Muslim person and you 
can be friend with her the same like Muslims. I think International School of Kabul has 
been a wonderful opportunity especially for Afghan girls. It is almost like an 
entertainment environment, although we learn lots of things. In Afghanistan we don’t 
have a playground for women.  
 
Shaharzad: Yes. 
 
Noorjahan: The thing is that when girls go to public spaces, they are humiliated, they are 
even harassed and they face sexual harassment. In bazaars, when you pass from the 
bazaar you are humiliated by men a lot. All this… think if, or example, I was not in 
International School of Kabul, I would never have had an opportunity to be happy outside 
of home. We do interesting things (in school). We have book reading marathons that I 
like a lot. We have poetry reading competitions. Then we have a day in month when we, 
for example, wear our hair in a very strange ways, or we wear funny clothes. We have a 
day to do crazy things. Or we wear everything inside-out. That is it, generally. And 
before each vacation, for example before spring break, or summer break or fall break, we 
have one thing, one game day. On that day, all school students are there and we play all 
kinds of games and plays. It is very interesting. Because we learn games that are not only 
from Afghanistan but we also get familiar with games from Korea, USA, Canada and 
Germany. It is generally very good.  
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